Finite element analysis is extensively employed to predict the structural response of mechanical components so reducing costs of experimental programs. However, among other aspects, the accuracy of the input material parameters in the finite element modeling strongly determines the simulation accuracy. The aim of this study is to evaluate the material constitutive parameters, considering an elasto plastic material model with strain rate sensitivity and failure and by using an inverse methodology. The evaluated material was a mild steel sheet used in scale models of naval structures. Quasi static and dynamic tests were performed and the so obtained material parameters were corroborated through numerical modelings of notched and shear specimens tests. Finally, a discussion about the evaluation of strain rate sensitivity model and failure criteria parameters is also presented.
INTRODUCTION
Most catastrophic accidents with ships occur due to collision and grounding. The risk of ship collision had increased with the growth of the global fleet of ships. The injury caused by a ship collision not only causes oil spill and ship structure damage but also leads to degradation of the marine environment, explosions, human losses, blocking of ships traffic and permanent damage to the ship [1] . This global scenario emphasizes the necessity of reformulating the security in the entire offshore oil exploration chain, as well as investing in better ship designs and a better knowledge of the material behavior for ship construction.
Models in reduced scale are important in naval engineering since the experimental test of real size ships can be very expensive and require large testing machines. However, only hydrodynamic ship aspects are traditionally evaluated by scaled models. The study of the structural behavior of ships during a ship collision event using reduced scale model is not a common study in the ship research community [2] [3] . The large quantity of structural details of a real ship structure is one of the principal difficulties to overcome when working in a reduced scale [2] . When opting for a finite element modeling of the collision, it is imperative an adequate mechanical characterization of the structural material [4] . During an impact event of a thin plate structure, both force-displacement response and structural collapse mode are strongly dependent of the mechanical behavior of the material.
The main mechanical test employed in industrial applications to obtain the mechanical properties of materials is the uniaxial tensile test. Practical procedures for obtaining the stress strain curve from a uniaxial tensile test are generally standardized for industrial use. These methodologies give valuable information for industrial requirements but are somewhat restricted for scientific investigations. In tensile samples, after necking formation, the information obtained is somewhat limited due to difficulties in measuring experimentally local stresses and strains. Some investigations in the last years overcome these practical limitations by correcting the material curve based in empirical data [5] , and improving other more traditional studies about correcting material curve in circular section specimens [6] [7] . In recent years, non-contact photogrammetric techniques as the Digital Image Correlation (DIC) became powerful experimental tools for measuring strains field directly in the specimen surface [8] . Due to the large use of sheet material in industry, some researchers studied how to obtain equivalent true stress strain curves from uniaxial tensile tests of sheet samples. These methods are complex to implement because in some cases it requires devices to measure parameters such as width and thickness during the tests [9] , or iterative routines based on analytical formulations of the plasticity theory. On the other hand, inverse methods have been used recently in the identifications of material parameters from experimental data using optimization techniques [10] .
Other two important points in the numerical analysis of ship collision events are the effect of deformation in high velocities and the material failure. Both have a strong influence on the global structural energy absorption and the fracture extension in structures [1] . Many researches stated the strong influence of the high deformation velocities of steel naval structures in a collision event. The direct consequence of the high deformation velocities is the increase in the material resistance so allowing major energy absorption of thin plate structures and achieving major force peaks in the structural response during the impact [11] [12] . On the other hand, the assessment of the structural failure in a ship collision event is a very complex process influenced by many factors as the mechanical properties of the structural materials, geometry of the structural members, constructive imperfections, application of the loads, velocity of the loads as many others. These diverse factors can promote different collapse modes normally observed in collided naval structures as cutting, concertina tearing, folding, crushing, ruptured plate and membrane stretching [13] . To reproduce a similar structural response by numerical modelling of a ship collision, an adequate failure criterion should promote most of these collapse modes. Some failure criteria developed specifically for ship collision events took these aspects into account by using relationships between principal stresses or principal strains, as triaxiality and the Lode parameter [14] .
In this work, an optimization methodology is presented to obtain the material parameters to define the elasto plastic behavior of a mild steel material using the constitutive model of Voce. The steps to evaluate the parameters of the strain rate sensitivity model from experimental tests were also presented. Finally, the material failure parameters were evaluated in seven different specimen geometries to comprise a wide range of triaxialities. A failure criterion developed specifically for numerical modeling of ship collision events was used and an optimization routine was also necessary to find the failure parameters for each specimen geometry.
ELASTO PLASTIC MATERIAL MODEL
Mild steel sheets was used in preceding researches [4, [15] [16] for the construction of reduced scale naval structures due to its similar mechanical properties to the naval steels. In this work, mild steel sheets (SAE 1008), with 0.25 mm thickness, was used to evaluate the mechanical properties due to its ability to represent better welded naval structures in a reduced scale of 1:100.
Commonly, the elasto plastic behavior of a mild steel material (SAE 1008) can be described by the stress strain curve which can be obtained using a dog bone sample subjected to a tensile test. In the stress strain curve, obtained from a tensile test of mild steel, three stages can be identified during the test: elastic regime, plastic regime before necking and plastic regime after necking to rupture. Standard procedures allow the calculation of the engineering and true strain and stress values from experimental test data, equations (1-4).
where ܵ and ݁ are the engineering stress and strain, ‫ܮ‬ and ‫ܮ‬ are the initial and current length of the specimen, ‫ܨ‬ is the force, ‫ܣ‬ and ‫ܣ‬ are the initial and current section area of the specimen, ߪ and ߝ are the true stress and strain.
During the elastic and plastic regimes before necking, the specimen experiences a uniform strain. But after the necking point, the strain evolves just locally in the neck. As a result, the limitations to obtain the plastic behavior of any material using standard uniaxial tensile tests begin when the necking initiates because the strain distribution in the section of the specimen is no longer uniform and the strain history will not represent the real local plastic behavior [17] . Even using any technique for strain acquisition, the estimated curve will be unable to follow the real stress strain curve of the material. Photogrammetric techniques are capable to widen the extent of the strain acquisition, but these techniques are limited to the number of images acquired, minimum element size and the maximum supported distortion of the pattern painted in the specimen surface. On the other hand, the optimization procedures permits to obtain the entire stress strain curve until complete failure thanks to the fine tuning of the material parameters [17] .
An inverse methodology was developed for obtaining the material parameters of the analyzed material. This methodology consists in the adjustment of the numerical model response to the analogous experimental response of certain mechanical test, in this case the uniaxial tensile tests. This adjustment is based in the progressive fine tuning of certain parameters of the numerical model to attain the desirable response mentioned above. This fine tuning was achieved using an optimization methodology where the optimization variables are the parameters of the material constitutive model, equation (5), and the objective function is the minimum difference between the force displacement curves obtained from the experimental test and numerical modeling, equation (6) . The diagram presented in Figure 1 explains the procedure for adjusting the material variables.
where ߝ is the plastic strain, ݇ if the yield stress (fixed directly from the experimental test data), ܴ , ܴ ஶ and ܾ are the variables of the Voce material model which need to be adjusted by the optimization routine, ‫ܨ(‬ ௫ , ݀ ) and ‫ܨ(‬ ௨ , ݀ ) are the ݅-th point of the force displacement curves obtained experimental and numerically, respectively, from the uniaxial tensile test given that ‫ܨ‬ ௨ is dependent on the variables of the Voce material model. The Voce material model was chosen because this material model describes better than other models the plastic behavior because it employs four parameters. The binary search was implemented in the optimization routine because its simplicity and efficacy to find the optimum three parameters by performing a search in the tridimensional space (variables) decreasing the step progressively to achieve the minimum value of the objective function. The optimization routine was programmed in Pascal language and the LS-dyna code was used in the FE model processing in explicit analysis. The 2D FE model of the specimen has dimensions 50 × 10 × 0.25 mm and was created using quadrilateral 0.5 × 0.5 mm shell elements considering the Hughes-Liu formulation [18] and five SM Proceedings of the 16 th Int. AMME Conference, 27-29 May, 2014 integration points through the thickness. The numerical model was created in the Ansys R13 code, the Ls-Dyna 971 was used as numerical solver and the LS-PrePost 4.0 for the post-processing of results. The material failure was not taken into account in the numerical model for the optimization routine.
The experimental force displacement response of a uniaxial tensile test was performed in an Instron universal testing machine, model 3369. The experimental force displacement response was acquired considering the force from the load cell of the machine and the displacement within two points, set apart by 50 mm and centered in the length of the specimen, which equals the clip gage set up.
The entire optimization process required 53 optimization cycles where each cycle required 5 finite element processes of about 24 min each one. The resulting material parameters were estimated with an accuracy of 0.025% resulting in ݇ = 219.0 MPa, ܴ = 479.8220 MPa, ܴ ஶ = 126.2866 MPa and ܾ = 21.4768. Both experimental and numerical force displacement curves were presented in Figure 2 .
STRAIN RATE SENSITIVITY
In general, mild steel is very sensitive to high strain rates so showing higher material resistance as straining velocity increases. The Cowper-Symonds model [19] is a traditional and well-known strain rate sensitivity model, easily found in commercial finite element codes, linked to the elasto plastic material model to include the influence on the material resistance due to its sensitivity to strain rates. This model is dependent on two parameters ‫ܥ‬ and ‫‬ which are obtained experimentally. The dynamic increment factor (DIF), defined as the true stress obtained at dynamic test conditions divided by the true stress under quasi static test conditions is defined by the Cowper-Symonds sensitivity model as shown in equation (7).
where ߝሶ is the effective strain rate. The tests performed to evaluate the CowperSymonds parameters were divided into two groups: low and high velocity tests. So, two testing machines were required to perform the tests. For the low velocity tests, uniaxial tensile tests were performed in an Instron universal testing machine, model 3369, achieving test velocities from 0.1 to 150 mm/min so inducing strain rates in the range from 0.00004 to 0.05 s -1
. Flat specimens of 50 × 10 × 0.25 mm dimensions were used. Besides, for the high velocity tests, 12 mm diameter disc samples were tested in a split Hopkinson pressure bar so resulting in strain rates about 6000 s -1 . The Hopkinson bar is the most traditional machine to measure the stress and strain curve at high strain rates. The split Hopkinson bar consists of two slender bars and a specimen mounted between them. By striking the end of the bar, a stress wave is generated so propagating down the bar towards the specimen. The elastic wave partially reflected and transmitted are proportional to the strain rate and the stress of the tested material. Figure 3 shows the true stress strain curves for all the tests, each one characterized by the respective strain rate.
From experimental data, DIF values can be obtained by fixing the plastic strain value to get both dynamic and quasi static stresses. In this analysis, the plastic strain was fixed in 0.2. On the other hand, the strain rate values were estimated by averaging them along the test time. Using a logarithmic approach of both sides of equation (7), equation (8) , the Cowper-Symonds parameters can be obtained using a linear fitting of the DIF and the average strain rate values, Figure 4 . The quasi static tensile test was performed at the lowest test velocity (0.1 mm/min) and was considered as the reference curve. However, this reference curve is also affected by the strain rate sensitivity. For this reason an adjusting routine was necessary to take into account the strain rate sensitivity over the reference test and consequently over all the DIF values, see algorithmic diagram in Figure 5 . This routine is very simple and was performed in commercial spreadsheet software.
where DIF is the DIF value imposed in the adjusting routine and DIF ௩ is the DIF value evaluated using the new parameters. The Cowper-Symonds parameters were estimated with an accuracy of 0.01% and resulted in ‫ܥ‬ = 24422.58 s -1 and ‫‬ = 4.6889. On the other hand, if the Cowper-Symonds parameters were evaluated using the traditional calculus procedure, they results in ‫ܥ‬ = 21356.42 s -1 and ‫‬ = 4.099 so leading to errors in DIF estimative up to 4% for strain rate range from 0.1 to 1000 s -1 . It is worth mentioning that the Cowper-Symonds model was implemented in the numerical model of the optimization routine to evaluate the elasto plastic curve of the material so aiming to include the dynamic sensitivity of the material.
FAILURE
A failure criterion developed by Törnqvist [20] for numerical modeling of ship collision events was used in this work. The Rice-Tracey-Crockroft-Latham criterion (RTCL criterion) was based in the combination of two ductile failure models: the Rice-Tracey and the Crockcroft-Latham criteria with the aim to cover the full triaxiality range satisfactorily, equation (10) . It is because the Crockroft-Latham criterion works adequately to model ductile shear fracture [21] , i.e. ductile failure at low triaxialities range and the Rice-Tracey, to model ductile failure due to void growth [22] , i.e. ductile failure at high triaxialities range. The Crockroft-Latham criterion was expressed entirely in function of the triaxiality value [23] . Törnqvist [20] [14] . The specimens were fabricated using laser cutting process because it produces a better surface finishing in the cut face and minimal geometric or thermal distortion in the steel sheet material. All experimental tests were performed in an Instron universal testing machine, model 3369, at a cross head speed of 0.0025 mm/s and the strain was measured using a 50 mm clip gage. Figure  7 shows the force displacement curves for all seven specimens. The displacement was measured using a 50 mm clip gage. A progressive decaying of the peak force in the Notch and Shear samples was observed as the notch radii and shear angles increases respectively.
The numerical models were constructed for every sample geometry using both elasto plastic material model of Voce and strain rate sensitivity model of CowperSymonds with the material parameters estimated as indicated. All the numerical models were created in the Ansys R13 code, the LS-dyna 971 was used as numerical explicit solver and the LS-Pre-Post 4.0 for the post-processing of results. For all specimens, their geometries were modeled using quadrilateral 0.5 × 0.5 mm shell elements. As mentioned before, the failure parameter was evaluated as an average of the resulting failure parameters obtained for the seven specimen geometries. Each failure parameter was evaluated in an optimization process, see algorithmic diagram in Figure 8 , where the failure parameter ‫ܦ‬ is considered as the variable and the objective function is the minimum difference between the total plastic works of the experimental and numerical tests, equation (11) . As the optimization routines took about 3 to 4 cycles to estimate the failure parameter for each geometry, the process was conducted manually. The plastic work was here represented by the area under the force displacement curve. where ‫ܨ(‬ ௫ , ݀ ) and ‫ܨ(‬ ௨ , ݀ ) are the ݅-th and the ݆-th points of the force displacement curves obtained experimental and numerically, respectively, given that the ‫ܨ‬ ௨ is dependent on the RTCL failure parameter. Figure 9 showed the detailed geometry of the ruptured samples after the tests. A perceptible inclination of the ruptured sections can be observed in the notched and shear specimens. Due to the fixed element size of the numerical models, a determined geometry showed more difficulties to adjust to the experimental tests data than the others as the Shear 1. To follow a similar response to the experimental reference, a more refined mesh must be necessary for these tests. However, as stated by previous works of Calle and Alves [17] , the failure parameters are sensitive to the mesh size, so the fixed quadrilateral element size of 0.5 × 0.5 mm is of mandatory use in this work.
The failure parameters, estimated for all specimen geometries, were presented in Figure 10 . The average failure parameter resulted in ‫ܦ‬ = 0.5867. All tests showed a agreement of its failure parameter values except for the samples Shear 1 and Notch 3. This fact is expected since the Shear 1 sample is unable to achieve a more accurate response because its intricate geometry and the Notch 3 sample showed a different rupture pattern in the numerical modeling, when compared with the other specimens, the crack initiates not in the edge but in the middle of the failure section, in similar form to the plain sample test. The numerical models of the Shear samples showed a high complexity in reproducing shear events, in spite of the average triaxiality in their failure sections remained in the range from 0.0 to 0.333, the triaxiality value in the first element to fail in the numerical models was always above of 0.333 and the element is located in the edge of the shear sections.
CONCLUSIONS
The optimization procedure to evaluate the elasto plastic behavior of steel sheet material in quasi static conditions was performed. This evaluation resulted in a more precise mechanical characterization of the material given the good agreement of experimental test with the numerical modeling responses in the uniaxial tensile test. However, it was necessary the implementation of a code to conduct the optimization routine because of the large number of cycles to perform the optimization.
It was demonstrated the importance of considering a non-zero value for the strain rate of the quasi static test used as reference to estimate the parameters of the strain rate sensitivity model as the Cowper-Symonds used in this work. In this respect, a simple adjustment routine used in this work resulted to be suitable for this purpose.
As the evaluation of the elasto plastic behavior of the material needed to include its strain rate sensitivity, the adjustment procedure to obtain the parameters of the strain rate sensitivity model (Cowper-Symonds model) was performed formerly.
The analysis of various specimens to evaluate failure, with diverse triaxialities ranges induced in their ruptured sections, presented similar failure parameters ‫ܦ‬ so demonstrating the effectiveness of the RTCL criterion to model diverse failure patterns in a triaxiality range from 0.0 to 0.666.
All the analysis performed in this research, including the optimization routines to evaluate the elasto plastic behavior, strain rate sensitivity and failure parameters were for steel sheet material and employed numerical models with a fixed shell element size, quadrilateral elements of 0.5 × 0.5 mm size. The parameters obtained in this work are particularly limited for modeling thin plate structures built with mild steel sheets and geometry meshed using shell elements with the same size. 
